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Discussion Overboard 
Startegy 

 #30 Prereading Plan 

o Used to build students’ background knowledge and technical vocabulary  

o Allows for estimation of students knowledge on a particular topic 

o Interest in topic will increase as discussion goes on 

Audience 

There will be twenty-eight students in the classroom. They will range from grades fourth through 

sixth. The makeup of the students consists of twenty-seven Caucasian students and one black 

student. Within the classroom, there are more girls than boys and all the students are fluent in 

English. The classroom does not have any special needs students.   

I plan to assume that the students have a basic background of the story elements within a novel. 

Also I am assuming that the students have a clear understanding of emotions and rationales as to 

why they feel that way. The students will have no prior knowledge of the strategy I am using 

I will need to accommodate the classroom for students who have trouble hearing me speak or 

listening to a lecture. I plan to have these students sit near the front of room and make sure I 

make eye contact with them frequently. I also will provide both visuals and hands-on worksheets 

for them to follow along as I instruct.  

Length of Lesson 

Activity Duration 

Welcome 1 Minutes 

How do you like the book? 5 Minutes 

What has happened so far in the book? 5 Minutes 

Where does the book take place? 5 Minutes 

What do these words mean to you? 15 Minutes 

Examples from the book 5 Minutes 

Closing 1 Minutes 

Total  37 Minutes  

 

Materials 

 Book: Overboard by Elizabeth Fama 

 2 Handouts 

o Where in the World is Sumatra? 
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o Four Themes  

 Computer 

 PowerPoint 

 Pencils 

 Clock (to keep track of time) 

 

Objective 

Students will connect the four themes, perseverance, loyalty, personal struggle and friendship to 

the plot of the story Overboard by Elizabeth Fama by defining the term and providing an 

example from the book 

 

Grade Level Content Expectation (GLCE) 

R.CM.05.01 connect personal knowledge, experiences, and understanding of the world 
to themes and perspectives in text through oral and written responses. 
 

Assessment 

I plan to assess the students by checking to see that the worksheet is complete with both an 

example from the book and a clear definition of the term.  

 

Options for Additional Assessment: 

- Oral discussion: individually ask each student during a conference time about the 

themes and the story 

- Assign a quick write to the student about any of the four themes and how it relates to 

the story with 3 clear examples 

- Ask for illustrations about the themes 

 

Script 

What is happening in the lesson? What is being said in the lesson? 

Classroom Management: 1 Minute 

Students will be organized in desks 

I plan to have students who need 

accommodations for hearing and visual 

disabilities to sit in the front near the board and 

T: Hi guys! How is everybody today?  

S: Good…kinda tired..etc.  

T: Well this is going to be a relaxing activity, 

were just going to sit back a little bit and talk 

about Overboard, the book you guys are 
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myself 

I expect them to behave appropriately and not 

comment on other people’s discussions. They 

will know this because I plan to discuss with 

them the importance of respect in the 

classroom and amongst our peers. 

I plan to manage time by using a clock that 

will be placed right on my podium. This will 

help me in keeping track of each topic and how 

much time to give the students to discuss.  

I plan to use the counting signal to receive 

student’s attention. This is a signal they use 

daily in their classroom and it works very well.  

I plan to keep a strict, clear routine of what we 

are discussing. I will use appropriate language 

but also make sure to have laypersons 

definition of themes so the students can 

understand. I will try to call on at least every 

student to have a equal amount of participation 

from the class 

reading.  

Through out our discussion, I am going to be 

asking you guys some questions and emotions 

your having about the book.  

I expect everyone to respect each other’s 

comments and answers please. I do not want 

anyone saying, “that's not what happened” or 

“she only said one detail and such”. Everyone 

will get a fair chance to share his or her 

feelings and comments about the book ok? 

S: Okay!   

T: Alright lets begin! 

Orientation: 5 Minutes 

For the anticipatory activity I plan to just talk 

with the students about how they like the book 

and why.  

I expect most of the students will enjoy it, so 

therefore I will really be looking for a reason 

why.  

I hope that one or two students will not be 

T: I want to know if you guys are enjoying the 

book so far? Give me a thumbs up or thumbs 

down and I’d also like you to tell me why 

S: I like it a lot!!! Because it is action packed 

and suspenseful. We never know what is going 

to happen next.  

(Majority of the students have chosen yes) 

T: Great! I am so happy you guys are enjoying 
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enjoying the book so we can discuss why they 

do not like the book so far.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At this time, I will pass out a handout with a 

map of the world and a red star on Sumatra. 

The handout will also contain some fun facts 

about Sumatra for the students to learn 

this book!  

T: Now I want everyone to think of one detail 

or event that has happened so far in the book. 

Raise your hand when you have thought of it 

and we will share with everyone. (Blooms 

Taxonomy: Comprehension) 

(At this time the students respond and provide 

details about events, characters, settings in the 

book) 

T: Now does anyone know where the book 

takes place? (Blooms taxonomy: Knowledge) 

S: Indonesia!  

T: Yes that is correct, but where specifically in 

Indonesia? (Bloom’s Taxonomy: Knowledge) 

S: I think it is Sumatra 

T: Yes! That’s correct. Does anyone know 

anything about Sumatra? (Bloom’s Taxonomy: 

Knowledge) 

(No student responses because they do not 

know anything) 

T: Well Sumatra is the world’s sixth largest 

island and the second largest Indonesian 

Island. There are 218 species of exotic plants 

and some of them are found nowhere else in 

the world! Also, the island has lost 12 million 

hectares of natural forest.  

S: WOW! That is a lot of forest!  
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S: What’s a hectare? 

T: Good question Timmy Tommy! A hectare is 

a unit of measurement. 1 hectare is 10,000 

square meters.  

S: wow that is a lot of forest! 

50 Strategy Instruction:  5 Minutes 

Step 1: Discuss a key concept 

Step 2: Brainstorm 

Step 3: Introduce vocabulary 

Step 4: Quick write about how vocabulary 

relates to book  

Step 5: Share and discuss 

 

T: I see you guys have really been paying 

attention to the book! That is great. Okay now 

I want to switch gears and talk a little bit about 

the themes of the book. I have a worksheet for 

you guys to fill out as we discuss. In each 

bubble I want you to write the definition of the 

term and provide an example from the book 

where this theme is portrayed.  

T: Our first term, in the red box is 

“Perseverance”. What does perseverance 

mean? What does it mean to you? (Bloom’s 

Taxonomy: Comprehension) 

S: To never give up?  

T: Yes! That’s right! Perseverance is to never 

give up, keep going even though the challenge 

is tough. Who in our story, Overboard, has 

perseverance?  

S: Emily does!  

T: That's right. Emily has strong perseverance. 

Why do you think Emily has such a strong 

perseverance? (Bloom’s taxonomy: 

Evaluation) 

S: Because she loves her family and has 
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confidence in herself  

T: great answers guys! 

50 Strategy Instruction: 3 Minutes 

Step 1: Discuss a key concept 

Step 2: Brainstorm 

Step 3: Introduce vocabulary 

Step 4: Quick write about how vocabulary 

relates to book  

Step 5: Share and discuss 

 

T: Okay now on to the next theme, Loyalty. 

What does loyalty mean to you? (Bloom’s 

Taxonomy: Synthesis) 

S: to be there for our friends and teachers 

T: Correct, is loyalty important in a friendship 

and with your family? (Bloom’s Taxonomy: 

Evaluation) 

S: Yes! So important  

 

50 Strategy Instruction: 3 Minutes 

Step 1: Discuss a key concept 

Step 2: Brainstorm 

Step 3: Introduce vocabulary 

Step 4: Quick write about how vocabulary 

relates to book  

Step 5: Share and discuss 

 

T: Okay, our next theme is personal struggle. 

What is a personal struggle? (Bloom’s 

taxonomy: Knowledge) 

S: I don't know what a personal struggle is… 

T: That's alright. I will explain, a personal 

struggle is an internal battle within you. It is a 

conflict you personally are having. Can anyone 

give me an example from the book of a 

personal struggle? (Bloom’s taxonomy: 

Analysis) 

S: Emily has a personal struggle. She wants to 

break free from her parents and she cant  

T: That's right. Great example  

 

 T: And for our last theme, Friendship. What 

does friendship mean? (Bloom’s Taxonomy: 
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50 Strategy Instruction:  5 Minutes 

Step 1: Discuss a key concept 

Step 2: Brainstorm 

Step 3: Introduce vocabulary 

Step 4: Quick write about how vocabulary 

relates to book  

Step 5: Share and discuss 

 

Knowledge) 

S: Friendships are fun! You play games 

together and laugh 

T: Those are all great answers but what does it 

take to have a positive friendship? For 

example, if one friend is always asking the 

other for play dates and sleepovers. But the 

other friend never asks and sometimes doesn't 

pick up the phone. Do you think that is a 

positive friendship? (Bloom’s taxonomy: 

Application) 

S: NO! That is mean. That is not a good friend  

T: Who can give me an example of a good, 

positive friendship? (Bloom’s Taxonomy: 

Application) 

S: A good friendship is where they both have 

fun and are nice to each other.  

T: Exactly!  

 

Closing: 1 Minute 

I plan to remind the students of their 

assignment throughout the lesson. I will 

announce to them that I will be collecting the 

worksheets at this time.  

T: Exactly!  Now I want to make sure everyone 

has filled out their worksheets with both a 

definition of the theme and an example from 

the book. When your finished, please pass 

them to the left and I will collect them  

T: Thank you so much guys! I hope you enjoy 

the rest of Overboard! And make sure to be 

thinking about more connections and themes 

while you read 
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Themes Handout 

 

	

Perserverence	 Loyalty	

Friendship	
Personal	
Struggle	
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Sumatra Handout 

Where in the world is Sumatra? 
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FUN FACTS 

 

 Sumatra is the world’s sixth-largest island and the second-largest Indonesian island, after 

Borneo.  

• Diverse natural forest types 

• 218 species of vascular plants were recorded in a single 200-square-meter plot of dry 

lowland forest in the Tesso Nilo landscape of central Sumatra, more than twice as many 

plants than in the Amazon or any other forest studied.   

• Plants found nowhere else in the world -- including exotic species like the tallest flower 

in the world, titan arum (Amorphophallus titanum).  

•  Between 1985 and 2007, the island lost 12 million hectares (1 hectare is 10,000 square 

meters) of natural forest 

 

  


